
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

AudioControl Introduces High-Performance Compact Amplifiers for Marine 
and Motorsports Markets  
 

New ACX Series amplifiers offer outstanding power and sound quality plus advanced coatings and sealants 
to achieve a stellar IP6 water intrusion rating, ideal for marine, ATV, UTV, motorcycles and more 
 

Seattle, WA, January 6th, 2020 – AudioControl (audiocontrol.com) has introduced the ACX series 

amplifiers, engineered to deliver superb sound quality and durability from a compact chassis to the 

marine and motorsports applications. AudioControl ACX amplifiers were developed to bring premium 

sound quality to vehicles that could potentially expose electronics to moisture and other 

contaminants. ACX amplifiers have achieved an IP6 rating against water intrusion, making 

AudioControl the clear choice for harsh environment entertainment applications.   

“Our 12-volt specialists worldwide have been requesting a best-in-class amplifier durable enough to 

withstand the challenges of marine and motorsports applications,” explained Chris Bennett, National 

Sales Manager – Mobile at AudioControl. “The ACX Series addresses these demands while 

delivering superior sound quality, all from a compact form factor that is easy to install. We are thrilled 

to exhibit these amplifiers at CES 2020 and deliver to dealers shortly thereafter.”  

AudioControl ACX Series Amplifiers 
AudioControl ACX Series Amplifiers will make their debut at CES 2020, Booth 3921. There will be 
two models, including a mono (ACX-300.1) that delivers 300 Watts @ 2 Ohms or 175 Watts @ 4 
Ohms, and the highly versatile 4/3/2-channel (ACX-300.4) capable of 4x75 Watts @ 2 Ohms or 4x50 
Watts @ 4 Ohms and a powerful 2x150 Watts @ 4 Ohms bridged.  
 
Each amplifier has a selectable low/hi input stage with independent gain controls. The ACX-300.1 
features AudioControl’s patented AccuBASS® circuitry along with a low-pass/bypass 12dB/octave 
Linkwitz-Riley crossover. The ACX-300.4 delivers a hi-pass/bypass Linkwitz-Riley crossover—both 
models utilize AudioControl’s GTO signal sensing circuitry for the utmost in system flexibility and 
ease of installation. The ACX-300.1 has a MAP price of $279. The ACX-300.4 has a MAP price of 
$329.   
 
Big Performance, Compact Size  

The rugged AudioControl ACX amplifiers are loaded with features and deliver superb sound quality 
for any system design, yet feature an amazingly compact overall footprint to ensure the easiest 
possible integration into confined spaces. Thanks to state of the art conformal coatings, insulated 
gaskets and loose-mating waterproof connectors, the AudioControl ACX lineup delivers breathtaking 
audio performance and superior build quality for marine and motorsports applications.     

 
AudioControl ACX Series amplifiers will become available Q1, 2020 

 
PLEASE VISIT AUDIOCONTROL AUTOMOTIVE AUDIO SOLUTIONS AT CES 2020, BOOTH 3921 NORTH HALL  

 

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 
 
About AudioControl   
AudioControl is a leading designer and manufacturer of innovative high-performance audio solutions for the 

residential, commercial and automotive markets since 1977. Based in Seattle, WA, AudioControl offers 

http://www.audiocontrol.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2cusm9ln4gej05n/acx-stack.png?dl=0


premium quality home theater and whole-house entertainment products, distributed audio amplifiers for 

commercial applications and a legacy of outstanding car audio processors, amplifiers and OEM interface 

solutions sold and installed worldwide by qualified professionals. For more information visit audiocontrol.com  

or contact AudioControl at +1 425-775-8461 or e-mail sound.great@audiocontrol.com.  
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